
 UPDATES... UPDATES...  

Sharing personal information including email
addresses and passwords could lead to hacking
and data breaches. Quite often people use the

same passwords which then means other accounts
could be hacked such as social media accounts. 

Talk to children about the risks around sharing personal
information. What this includes and how once shared they are no
longer in control. 
Talk to children about their behaviour on and offline. As well as the
impact negative behaviours could have on those affected. 
Make sure children understand the rules and expectations around
remote learning. 
 If as an educator you notice a student is signed in twice then report
as this is an indication that someone else may have logged in as
that child. 
Some students have also been completing TikTok challenges
whereby they sway from side to side when the educator first joins
the lesson. This is recorded and uploaded to social media. Most
educators do see the funny side but students must be reminded
that sharing personal information online is not just what's said, but
also includes photos and videos too. They must be aware of what's
behind them when recording as could be of risk. 

It is then possible this information could be misused
to coerce, bribe or exploit the behaviour of the

person who shared the information. The student
might also then not be able to sign in due to

password changes and the perpetrator then is in
full control. 

‘Lesson bombing’ involves online intruders‘Lesson bombing’ involves online intruders
being given access into remote learningbeing given access into remote learning

environments.environments.  
  

 This challenge and trend is being carried This challenge and trend is being carried
out by students as a way of disruptingout by students as a way of disrupting

lessons, pranking or simply being rude tolessons, pranking or simply being rude to
educators.educators.  

  
It can include sharing inappropriateIt can include sharing inappropriate

content and using abusive or threateningcontent and using abusive or threatening
language towards educators.language towards educators.  

 
 

Take time to check it out for yourself and always promote yourself as a
source of support and someone to talk to if your child has any concerns.

WHAT ARE THE RISKS?WHAT ARE THE RISKS?  

Advice for keeping children & young peopleAdvice for keeping children & young people
safesafe

FOCUS ON...FOCUS ON...  
WHAT IS LESSON BOMBING?WHAT IS LESSON BOMBING?

Any information within these
accounts could be compromised,

even that of other students if
obtained. 

Top tips...Top tips...

As with any 'app', communication
platform or online game....

LESSON
BOMBING  

Ways in which 'lesson bombing' has been carried out recently :
 

Students intentionally or recklessly share personal information, such as their
login details for school or college with an external person. Thereby giving them

access to the schools platform. 
 

 Students share the ‘invite’ to the class to an external person, who then must be
allowed into the virtual classroom by the educator. 

 Sometimes these pranks or challenges go too far and this is a concern! 


